Класс 6
Предмет: Английский язык
25.11.20
Тема по планированию: Литература изучаемого языка. The Man of Steel.
Ведущий учитель: Рябов Александр Николаевич
Ларионова Ирина Владимировна
Задание 1.
Do you like reading? What Russian and English authors do you like to read?
Words: write, wonderful, fairy tails
Задание 2.
Read the text
Alexander Pushkin was a very talented Russian author. He wrote wonderful fairy
tales and poems.
Задание 3.
Do you know any English and American author?
Mark Twain is an American author. He wrote a novel called “Tom Soyer”.
Read the text aloud.
“Tom Soyer” is an adventure and humorous novel for children. Tom lived in a
small town with his aunt. Tom was very curious, smart and energetic.
Задание 4.
Daniel Defoe (1660-1731) is an English author. He wrote an adventure novel
called “Robinson Crusoe”.
Read the text aloud.
Robinson was a sailor. His crew left him on a deserted island. He had no food or
house. Robinson was patient, diligent, and optimistic. He survived and spent a lot
of years on the island.
Задание 5.
Walter Scott (1771-1832) is an English author who wrote a historical novel called
“ Ivanhoe”.
Read the text aloud.
Ivanhoe was a knight. He rode a horse, fought on tournaments and helped the king
against the enemies. Ivanhoe was brave, strong, loyal and skillful.

Задание 6.
Bram Stockers (1847-19120 IS AN English author who wrote a horror novel called
“Dracula”.
Read the text aloud.
Dracula was a vampire-a demon who looked like a human and turned into a bat.
He lived in a castle, hunted young women and bit them. Dracula was cold-blooded,
scary and cruel.
Задание 7.
Robert Stivenson (1880-1894) is an English author who wrote a science-fiction
novel “ Dr. Jekill and Mr. Hyde”.
Read the text aloud.
Dr. Jekill was a serious, respected and intelligent scientist who invented a strong
chemical. He drank it and turned into Mr. Hyde-aggressive and savage creature
who commited crimes.
Задание 8.
Match the novel and their genre.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tom Soyer
Robinson Crusoe
Invanhoe
Dracula
Dr. Jekill and Mr. Hyde

a) horror novel
b) humorouse novel
c) science -fiction
d) historical novel
e) adventure novel

Задание 9.
Match the characters and their personalities.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Tom Soyer
Robinson Crusoe
Invanhoe
Dracula
Dr. Jekill
Mr. Hyde

Задание 10.
Guess the genre.
“Robin Hood”
“Frankenstein”
“Alice in Wonderland”

a) patient, diligent, optimistic
b) aggressive , savage
c) scary, cruel, cold-blooded
d) curious, smart, energetic
e) brave, strong, loyal, skillful
d) serious, respected, intelligent

“Jeeves and Wooster”
Задание 11.
Speak about character’s personality:
Robin Hood is_______________.
Frankenstein is______________.
Jeeves is__________and Wooster is__________.
Alice is___________________.
Winnie the Pooh is ______________.
The Hobbit (Bingo Beggins) is __________.

